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Carp Calendar The 2016 Carponizer Carp Calendar is certainly one of the most extraordinary ideas

of how this magnificent fish can be presented in an appealing setting. Carponizer has once more

managed to courageously make every month of the year that little bit more special. Twelve

magnificent carp steal the limelight in 2016, accompanied by women who are no less attractive. For

this impressive outcome, twelve major carp had to first be carefully caught. During the photoshoot,

two competent caretakers ensured that our scaly protagonists were well taken care of. Of course, it

was also important to ensure that our enchanting human models felt as comfortable as possible in

both wet and dry scenes. The impressive result of the photoshoot was twelve formidable and

unmissable images for the 2016 Carponizer Carp Calendar. This calendar is a true "must have" for

any passionate angler and lover of fish. These moments are aesthetically and artfully staged in the

2016 Carp Calendar, and don't just appeal to anglers in particular. The individual images are perfect

as purposeful wall dÃƒÂ©cor too. Whether for yourself or as a tasteful gift: the 2016 Carponizer

Carp Calendar will not only make men's hearts beat faster. High-quality images call for an elegant

frame at the very least. The 2016 Carponizer Carp Calendar was therefore printed on high-quality

offset paper upgraded with printing varnish. Spiral binding ensures a visually appealing joining of the

30 x 42 centimeter sheets.
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Finally, someone has revealed the erotic undercurrent coursing through this vastly under

appreciated aquatic siren. Many an evening I spent in my Jon Boat wondering why I was



experiencing the feelings never shared with catching a Pike or a Walleye. The years of therapy and

soul searching failed to provide and answer, but now, through the raw sexual energy that only a

publisher like Carponizer can reveal, I have my answer. I am whole again. If I could give 10 stars, I

would. Keep on tugging the line Carponizer. I know I will.

Paid 9.95 - It is a tasteful calendar, I was thrilled to see it available on  with prime shipping. If the

carp were more strategically placed I could of hung it at work. Get one for a friend!

What can I say, this is the perfect gift for those who love carp and women. The only thing that would

have made it better, is if the carp were in bikinis themselves.

best calendar i ever owned

Simply amazing.
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